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A Note from the editor
Bud Hefler suggested that on LONG articles that I just use first part and put the
site address for the rest of the story. That way you can go to the web site to read
the whole article... So this month I will make two versions of some articles for you
to try. Please let me know if it worked for you, good or bad!

DOWNLOAD ALERT: Foistware Warning
From “askbobrankin.com”.
A reader asks: 'My browser is filling up with unwanted toolbars, and I can no longer
search with Google. I have anti-virus protection, but these things still creep in
somehow, and I don't recall ever asking for them. Where do they come from, and how
can I avoid this problem?'
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What is Foistware?
Foistware is a term used for software that's "foisted" on you, typically without your knowledge
or explicit consent. Foistware isn't technically malware, but it can range from marginally useful,

to annoying, to malicious. Most often, foistware takes the form of browser toolbars, but it can
also take over your browser homepage and preferred search engines. Some foistware pops up
when you visit online shopping sites, and tries to steer you to certain vendors or offers.
Foistware almost always tags along when you download a program that you do want. Through
various deceptive practices, the download process may try to add extra, unwanted software to
your installation package. Usually it takes the form of a checkbox that's already selected, and if
you just click NEXT or CONTINUE without reading carefully, you'll end up with this extra
software clutter.

Sometimes confusing buttons, self-serving "recommendations" or items buried in the terms of
service play a role. In other cases, a tag-along foistware product will be installed with NO
prompt or warning. But thankfully, those are rare.
The purveyors of these pollutants will say that it's your fault for not paying attention, and to a
certain point, they're right. If you're very careful to uncheck all those boxes, read every word on
each segment of the download/install dialogs, and scan the legalese for gotchas, you can avoid
almost all of these foistware nuisances.
But many users have become accustomed to clicking an endless series of Next, Next, Next to get
through a software installation. Nobody want to read those long, boring Terms of Service and the
accompanying legal blah, blah, blah that can make your eyes glaze over. And plenty of users are
not technically savvy enough to understand that a "recommended" toolbar, add-on or plugin is
not in their best interests.
You might think this problem
would show up mostly in the dark
corners of the Web. But the most
egregious offenders are some of
the most trusted and popular
names in Internet software. If you
try to download or update your
Adobe Reader or Flash Player,

Skype, or the Foxit Reader, you'll see examples of what I mean. Adobe pushes the McAfee
Security Scan, which you probably don't need because you've already installed one of the options
in my list of Free Anti-Virus Programs, right? Foxit Reader, which I use and recommend, is also
guilty of pushing the useless Ask.com toolbar. See the images on this page for examples of what
to look out for.
The Ask Toolbar is especially loathsome,
because it has a delayed installer. You'll
download your software and everything
appears to be fine. No annoying popups or
toolbars in your browser, great. But after
lurking for ten minutes, the Ask Toolbar
installer springs to life and does its dirty
work. Later, you open your browser, and see the damage. And hopefully, you'll chalk it up to a
lapse in your anti-virus program, instead of blaming the company that foisted it on you.

Hope and Change?
There are a few bright spots in the foistware
arena. The ever-popular Skype used to push
unwanted software extras, but now they just want
to mess with your browser settings by foisting
Bing and MSN on you. More good news comes
from Oracle and their ubiquitous Java. Until very
recently, downloads for Java or Java security
updates would present you with a pre-checked
offer to install the
Ask Toolbar.
And with the
recent Java
security scares,
most people just
wanted to get the
updates and get on with it. I imagine that several million people
got the Ask Toolbar in this manner, during last week's Java
security panic. But as of last Friday, my tests indicate that Oracle
has removed the offer to bundle Ask with Java downloads. So
good for them. (Ugh, it's back. I'm putting Java on the Naughty
List again.)
And I have to mention Ninite, an awesome service that lets you select one or more popular
downloads, and safely download them with a few clicks. It eliminates the Next, Next, Next by
automating the installation process; promises no toolbars or other unwanted extras; and will help
you update your software to the latest version when necessary. It's free, and it just works.

CNET/Download.com: A Six-Part Horror Story
I've saved the best (or worst, depending on your point of view) for last. Recently, CNET, which I
always admired for their trusted reviews, safe downloads and tech advice, has become one of the
worst offenders in the foistware game. CNET has a popup disclaimer on their download buttons
that says: "The CNET Download.com Installer is a tiny ad-supported "download manager" that
helps securely deliver your downloads. We also include offers for carefully screened software
that complies with Download.com policies..."
That doesn't sound too bad. After all, CNET has been around since before Al Gore invented the
Internet, and they're the good guys, right? Well, I decided to try downloading a program from
CNET called Toolbar Cleaner. As you might expect, it offers to remove annoying and unwanted
toolbars from your computer. The CNET download process plays out over six successive
screens. The first screen you see after clicking the green Download button is cluttered with
misleading ads that want you click on more "Download Now" buttons that have nothing to do
with the program you actually want to download. There's actually nothing you need to click here
at all. If you have a fast connection, a familiar browser popup will appear, prompting you to save
or run the downloaded file. If you have a slow connection, you may wonder what's going on,
explore the various deceptive ads
on the page, and click off in the
wrong direction.
If you're lucky, you'll see what
looks like another ad across the
page that instructs you to open the
Installer, click 'Yes' or 'Run', and
follow the Installer instructions.
Assuming you get this far, you'll
be greeted by the CNET
Download.com installer window
(Step 1 of 5), which assures you
that you're installing the right
program, and that it's virus and
spyware free.
Clicking NEXT STEP brings you to the point where the first foistware is offered. If you're not
paying close attention here in Step 2, you'll end up installing "Coupon Companion," which is an
adware app that messes with your browser settings and redirects your searches. (See the first
CNET image on this page, above.) The privacy policy says that it "may collect or store
information about the web pages you visit and your activity on those pages. Information
collected by the plugin may be personally identifiable, and may be used or shared with third
parties."
Ick. If that's not bad enough, it's also difficult to completely remove this pest. (MalwareBytes
AntiMalware identifies it as malicious, and will remove it.) The download screen prompts you to
"Click ACCEPT now to continue your installation". If you do happen to read the text

underneath, you may be left wondering whether the DECLINE or CLOSE buttons will let you
continue with the installation of Toolbar Cleaner.
Moving along to Step 3, the next screen in the
CNET/Download.com process prompts you to
"Click NEXT STEP now to continue." But wait,
there's a bunch of tiny pre-selected checkboxes
lurking. If you fail to notice, you'll get the Iminent
Toolbar, and Iminent SearchTheWeb bolted on to
your web browser. In other tests I ran, a different
toolbar/browser/search hijack combo called Visual
Bee was offered. Failure to uncheck these boxes
will result in these annoying (and possibly
malicious) toolbars winding up on your computer.
(See my related article My Browser Got Hijacked
to learn more about these pests, and how to remove
them.)
Thankfully, Step 4 and Step 5 are innocuous, and
you can finally click a green INSTALL NOW
button, to install your software. I ran through the
CNET download process several times, and in one
instance, it prompted me to add THREE unwanted
extra programs to my download bundle. I was incredulous that CNET tried to foist two or three
browser toolbars on me while trying to download a program that's supposed to *remove*
toolbars. If you make it through this gauntlet unscathed, carefully unchecking and declining all
of CNET's "carefully screened offers", you'll finally get to download the installer for Toolbar
Cleaner.
This is where the horror show is supposed to end. "But wait..." as they say in those infomercials,
"there's more!" I clicked on the installer I had just downloaded, and guess what? The Toolbar
Cleaner Setup Wizard instructed me to simply click FINISH to close the wizard. But below that,
two more pre-selected checkboxes recommended that I "Protect my system with Anti-phishing
Domain Advisor" and change my browser start page to MyStart. More foistware and browser
hijacking nonsense. The CANCEL button is greyed out, so your only option is to uncheck those
boxes and continue onward. But after all that, there's no way I'm going to trust this program on
my computer. Or CNET, either, until they clean up this mess.
I understand that online businesses that provide free advice, reviews and other services have to
do something to make money. So ads and sponsors are part of the Internet ecosystem. But
deceptive practices don't have to be. Tricking unsuspecting users into downloading crappy or
malicious software is obviously wrong. I'd be fine if they put that checkbox on the page and
recommended a useful add-on program. Just leave it up to me to check that box and decide that I
want a toolbar, plugin or whatever.

Read more: http://askbobrankin.com/download_alert_foistware_warning.html#ixzz2V5099VXp

Maybe soon you won’t be able to tell if a person is
covered in tattoos just for art’s sake or if they are
their passwords!
Tattoos, Pills to Replace Traditional Passwords
By Carlo Orlando on 20130603 in "infopackets.com".
Motorola is experimenting with new methods for securing personal technology
devices. The firm is actively searching for alternatives to the standard password.
At the recent All Things D(igital) conference in California, Motorola's head of
Advanced Technology and Projects, Regina Dugan, suggested transforming the
human body into a walking verification center.
The first method involves an electronic tattoo, whereby an individual would be
able to literally wear a passcode on their skin. To pursue this idea Motorola has
teamed with an electronics company MC10, which currently offers tattoos with
embedded sensors and an antenna.
With this new partnership, pass-protected verification would become a feature of
the tattoo for the very first time. Motorola's second idea appears to come straight
from the pages of a science fiction story.
Authentication via Super Pill
The company is proposing a concept that would allow people to bypass security
systems using a pill. Motorola has referred to this system as "vitamin
authentication".
At the conference, Dugan presented a pill housing a tiny computer chip. When the
pill is swallowed, the acids in your stomach serve as the electrolyte and power up
the chip.

When activated, the pill creates a signal and the entire body becomes an
authentication token. (Source: time.com)
Dugan related the pill to giving people their first semblance of a superpower, as
"arms become like wires and hands become like alligator clips. When a phone,
computer, door or car ignition is touched, authentication occurs."
Research suggests the average person inputs their password 39 times a day, while
those who maintain the same code for multiple devices might type the same string
of letters and numbers over 100 times daily.
Couple this with the fact that hacking is becoming more and more prevalent with
each passing day and you can see why developing modern means of security
protection is paramount. (Source: yahoo.com)
FDA Approval Granted
Motorola offered no timeframe for when the new authentication methods would be
available to the public, but the company did receive some good news in terms of
their vitamin authentication system: FDA clearance. The pill has already been
proven successful when validating an individual for their smartphone.
With FDA approval, Motorola indicated the entire process could become a reality a
lot sooner than you might expect. Unfortunately, we don't have any specific
information on a release date just yet.

Now if you don’t like pills or tattoos you can try this!

Wearable Tech: Going Too Far?
From “askbobrankin.com”.
Is there anything else that tech companies can get you to buy, now that you have a PC, a
laptop, a smartphone, and a tablet? How about eyeglasses, wristwatches, hats, belts, shoes,
shirts, pants, underwear, socks, and shoes full of electronics? Welcome to the Next Big
Thing: wearable tech with internet connectivity...
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What is Wearable Tech?
Analysts at Credit Suisse say the wearable tech market is poised to explode from $3-5 billion
today to as much as $50 billion in the next five years. Robert Scoble, a tech evangelist with
Rackspace Hosting, predicts that in five years you’ll be wearing 100 “sensors” connected to the
Internet cloud. Venture capital guru Mary Meeker says wearable tech is a major technology shift
akin to desktop PCs and mobile computers, one that is developing even faster than those
revolutionary innovations did.
Wearable tech has been around for a very long time, of course. Shoes are wearable tech; so are
mechanical wristwatches. The calculator watches of the 1970s better fit the popular conception
of “technology” because they involve electronics and computing. Today, miniaturization and
wireless communication are enabling next-generation wearable tech. It’s now possible to pack
serious computational power into a conveniently wearable package. Wearables gain even more
power by connecting them to the Internet with wifi, or via the smartphone or tablet that you
carry.

Convenience is one of the selling points of wearable tech. Instead of fumbling in a pocket for a
smartphone, Google Glass can be used instantly with a spoken command or head gesture. You
can check your inbox for messages with a glance at a smart wristwatch. By golly, you can even
read the time in less than 5 seconds!
Rumors abound about smartwatches. Some existing and upcoming devices will power instant
messaging, phone calls, email, Facebook and Twitter interaction, and maybe even double as ebook readers. Typically these gadgets interface with your smartphone via a bluetooth
connection.
“Augmented reality” is a big part of wearable tech. Google Glass, a smartwatch, or just about
any souped-up, hooked-up wearable item can give you more information about what you’re

experiencing than your five senses alone can. For example, while looking at a landmark, a
painting, or a person's face, you could identify it with a Web search, or view its Wikipedia entry.
Interactivity with the user is a distinctive capability of wearable tech. The MindWave Mobile is
an existing device that can read and display your brainwaves. There's even a MindPlay interface
which allows users to control computers and smartphones. Other wearables have sensors that can
monitor your vital signs, capturing data about your stress levels, activity rate, sleep habits, and
other health indicators. Your golf swing, running style, and other athletic actions can be
monitored and devices can issue corrective alerts in real time. All of this data can be uploaded to
other devices for obsessive-compulsive analysis later.
A myriad of products that monitor one’s bodily functions and performance are available, and
significant numbers of health-conscious people buy them. Some are rather awkward, like the
Armour 39 Fitness Belt; it wraps around your chest, monitoring heart rate and other vital signs,
using a smartphone or smartwatch to display its readings. The Nike FuelBand is a simple
wristband with a digital display that uses an accelerometer to measure physical exercise activity
in “Nike Fuel” units. There’s even a wearable exercise monitor for pets called Fitbark.
Wearable health and fitness monitors can also upload their data to the cloud, which poses some
interesting potential consequences. Your health insurance premiums may be reduced if you can
prove, with data from wearable tech, that you are taking steps to stay fit. But there are obvious
privacy concerns, and the potential for coercive insurance pricing based on whether one is
“willing” to share such data. And what if your wearable tech device gets hacked, or tapped?
Yikes.
And then there are the silly, the bizarre, and the questionably useful wearables. Maybe you've
already seen t-shirts and hats that act as wifi detectors. The Hug Shirt has sensors that detect and
remotely recreate the sensation of touch, warmth and emotion. In the May 15 Geekly Update I
mentioned diapers that can communicate via Twitter. And for extra credit, you can search on
your own for "haptic underwear."
Wearable tech is the new frontier for product designers and marketers. The virtually infinite
applications of wearable tech make it inevitable that we will see a flood of good, bad, and
downright silly products. It’s going to be a long decade for consumers weary of aimless
“innovation.”
Read more: http://askbobrankin.com/wearable_tech_going_too_far.html#ixzz2VSPaISjf

Let’s continue with “WHATS NEXT!”
You'll be clicking while you click with Microsoft's Start button-equipped
rodents.

By Peter Bright - May 23 2013 in arstechnica.com

Yo dawg, we heard you like Start buttons, so
we put one on your mouse
Windows 8 haters, rejoice. Microsoft has heard your cries and has brought back the
Start button.
But you'll need to buy a new mouse to see it.
Redmond today announced a pair of new mice, and those mice contain, yup, a
Windows logoed Start button.

Enlarge / The Sculpt Touch Mouse. The blue bit is where the magic is.
The Sculpt Comfort Mouse has a blue strip down the left-hand side. Swiping up on
the strip cycles through apps; swiping down reveals the Metro app task switcher.
Clicking it takes you to the Start screen. The mouse connects to your PC using
Bluetooth. It will cost $39.95 when it goes on sale in June.

Enlarge / The simpler Sculpt Mobile Mouse.
The Sculpt Mobile Mouse sports a simple Start button adjacent to its wheel that will
open the Start menu in Windows 7 or the Start screen in Windows 8. It's wireless
and uses a small USB transceiver, and it will cost $29.95 when it goes on sale this
month.
Whether this is sufficient to satisfy those unhappy with Windows 8's lack of
persistent on-screen Start button, we're not sure. We're a little doubtful.
Expand full story

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
America is the only country where a significant proportion of the population believes
that professional wrestling is real, but the moon landing was faked.
~ David Letterman

